When we last left the Hess family, they had just lost their beloved mother and overcome the world invasion of aliens. Moving on with their lives, Graham has returned to his post as reverend and Merrill has started coaching a club baseball team...

We are thinking of hiring a nanny to help out...

So kids, your uncle Merrill and I have been meaning to have a talk with you two

And importantly watching over you when we are working.

But I don't want a nanny. Why can't we just take care of ourselves?

Yeah.

We are thinking of hiring a nanny to help out...

Yeah.

I miss mommy.

But I don't want a nanny. Why can't we just take care of ourselves?

I am in favor of hiring a nanny.

Okay. We all agree.

Okay?

现在 that's all settled, I'll go post some flyers around for a french-toast-and-mashed-potato making nanny.

Dad! Your vote does not count for all of us. I don't want a nanny in our home.

Alright, fine. But she has to be able to make a mean french toast and mashed potatoes.

Okay?
When we last left the Hess Family, they had just lost their beloved mother and overcome the world invasion of aliens. Moving on with their lives, Graham has returned to his post as reverend and Merrill has started coaching a club baseball team... and most importantly watching over you when we are working.

With the cleaning... and more cleaning... and cooking...

So kids, your uncle Merrill and I have been meaning to have a talk with you two yeah.

We are thinking of hiring a nanny to help out... but I don’t want a nanny. Why can’t we just take care of ourselves? I miss mommy.

I think this calls for a family vote. I am in favor of hiring a nanny. Okay great. We all agree.

Morgan. I know this is hard, but we need help. I promise we will find someone you like.

Now that that’s all settled, I’ll go post some flyers around for a French-toast-and-mashed-potato-making nanny.

Dad! Your vote does not count for all of us. I don’t want a nanny in our home.

Alright, fine. But she has to be able to make a mean French toast and mashed potatoes. Okay?
AND WHAT IS YOUR NAME?

I LOOK FORWARD TO MEETING YOU MRS. DOUBT WATER.

YES, THIS IS HE....

IF ONLY I HAD PREPARED AN ALIAS NAME....

WHY HELLO DEARS! I'M MRS. DOUBT WATER.

GREAT TO MEET YOU. THIS IS MY BROTHER, MERRILL, AND MY CHILDREN, MORGAN AND BO.

MORGAN, DON'T BE RUDE. MAKE YOURSELF AT HOME MRS. DOUBT WATER.

LET'S CUT TO THE CHASE AND SEE YOUR COOKING SKILLS!

WHAT A LARGE WOMAN.
yes, this is he...

And What is your name? I look forward to meeting you mrs. Doubtwater if only i had prepared an alias name...

why hello dears! i'm mrs. Morgan, don't be rude. Make yourself at home mrs. doubtwater. Great to meet you. This is my brother, merrill, and my children, morgan and bo. let's cut to the chase and see your cooking skills!

Gee, what is taking so long?

Who uses a cookbook to make french toast?

Sure looks pretty

Where did she get that silverware from?
I can't lie. That was some pretty delicious food.

Then I guess we have a new nanny.

Why I'm so glad you liked my secret recipe dears.

We have reason to believe that another convoy of aliens has landed on our planet. Witnesses say they discovered a spaceship in their cornfields.

However, no one has reported seeing any ugly alien things. It could be that the aliens are living among us in disguise.

Bo, we must consult our alien manual to figure out why they have returned...

At least we have our aluminum clad caps to prevent them from reading our thoughts.

It says here they may want to monitor our activities to learn about our species.

Good morning sunshines.

Why, what interesting outfits you are wearing today.

Just standard procedure with an alien invasion.

Morgan, are you thinking what I'm thinking?

The only thing we can do...you remember.

Can you just remind me where the powder room is love?

Oh dear, well why don't I get some breakfast started and you can tell me all about these aliens...

This is bad.

"Mrs. Doubtwater" can't remember where our bathroom is without reading our minds!

What are we going to do?
"I can't lie. That was some pretty delicious food."

"Then I guess we have a new nanny."

"Why I’m so glad you liked my secret recipe, dears."

"We have reason to believe that another convoy of aliens has landed on our planet. Witnesses say they discovered a spaceship in their cornfields... however, no one has reported seeing any ugly alien things. It could be that the aliens are living among us in disguise..."

"Bo, we must consult our alien manual to figure out why they have returned..."

"At least we have our aluminum clad caps to prevent them from reading our thoughts."

"It says here they may want to monitor our activities to learn about our species."

"Good morning, sunshines."

"Why, what interesting outfits you are wearing today."

"Oh dear, well why don’t I get some breakfast started and you can tell me all about these aliens..."

"Can you just remind me where the powder room is love?"

"This is bad. "Mrs. Doubtwater" can’t remember where our bathroom is without reading our minds!

"What are we going to do?"

"The only thing we can do... you remember."
Okay we can get the alien when it comes out of the bathroom.

Alrighty now. I'm set to make your favorite french toast!

Oh my! She's not an alien! She's a man!

I guess we don't need this water then.

Water! We killed the alien last year with water. We can attack "Mrs. Doubtwater" with water!

Alrighty now. I'm set to make your favorite french toast!

Oh my! She's not an alien! She's a man!

So you aren't an alien sorry to disappoint you.

Nope, not me.

So you weren't trying to read our thoughts and monitor our activities?
Okay, we can get the alien when it comes out of the bathroom.

Alrighty now. I'm set to make your favorite French toast!

Oh my! She's not an alien! She's a man!

I guess we don't need this water then.

Water! We killed the alien last year with water. We can attack 'Mrs. Doubtwater' with water!

Oh shoot. Now how did that come off? My this is very embarrassing.

I am a man. I just really needed this job... the economy is quite bad you see... and I didn't want anyone to know that I was working as a nanny. So I created a false female identity.

So you aren't an alien? Sorry to disappoint you.

So you weren't trying to read our thoughts and monitor our activities?

Nope, not me.
Hahaha those little kids are clueless... I hired a nanny to help keep my disguise and prolong my monitoring mission on planet Earth for as long as possible.

to be continued...